
 

 

Don’t Match That Cat Game  

 

This lesson plan for school years 2 to 4, aims to support students’ 

understandings of the predatory impacts of cats on native animals. Students 

participate in a fun and interactive memory game. The download includes 

teacher’s instructions and “Don’t Match That Cat” cards. 

 

Resource Categories Cats; Impacts of Wildlife; Activity   

Suitable Age Level  Year Two to Year Six 

 

Desired 

Understandings  

 

Students can identify different species of animals under 

threat, due to the predatory impacts of free roaming cats.  

 

 

Resources Required 

 

Don’t Match That Cat cards (supplied) 

Scissors 

Laminator 

 

 

Additional AMRRIC 

resources to support 

lesson content 

 

Felt Cat 

Where does it belong? House, Bush or Sea 

Cat Breeding Mat 

Hungry Cat 

What Cat, That Cat, How Many Cats? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Lesson Plan: Don’t Match That Cat Game  

Introduction 

 Discuss with the students who has a cat? 

 Does your cat go hunting at night? Have you ever seen a cat kill a small animal? 

 Explain to the students that when we do not provide the appropriate food to our cats, 

they can become hungry and go hunting for food. 

 Discuss with the students the different types of animal’s cats might hunt for food in 

the bush.   

 Encourage students to think about all the different animals that live in the bush 

around their community. 

 Show the students some of the playing cards with the different native animal pictures. 

 Introduce the card game activity to the students. 

Activity  

 Explain to the students that you are going to play a fun game which will help to 

reinforce the impacts our cats can have on native animals.  

 Explain to the students that the aim of the game is to collect as many matching native 

animal halves.  

 Highlight to the students that they do not want to turn over two matching cat halves. 

If they turn over two matching cat halves, they lose the game as the cat kills their 

native animals.   

 Demonstrate how to play the game to the whole class. 

 Have the students sit in a large circle and select one student to play with you for the 

demonstration. 

 Shuffle the cards to ensure they are separated and mixed together.  

 Place cards in a square pattern, face down to the floor. 

 Once all cards have been positioned on the floor players take turns at selecting two 

cards. 

 Player 1 selects their first two cards, turning them picture side up. 

 Ensure that when cards are selected, they are not removed from their position if they 

do not make a matching pair.  

 If the selected cards do not make a matching pair, they are turned back over, and it is 

player 2 turn. 

 If player 1 does select two matching cards they get another turn. Their turn ends 

when they select two cards which do not match and are not identical.  

 Play continues until all the pairs have been found or until a player selects to two 

matching cat halves.  

 The winner of the game is the person with the greatest number of pairs. 

 You can select how many students play a game depending on class numbers. For 

example, you may like to only have 2 person games or 3 to 4 person games.  
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